
MINUTES OF THE PATIENT PARTICIPATION GROUP HELD ON TUESDAY 10TH JANUARY 2023 AT 7PM  

Those attending: Tony Hazeldine (Vice Chair), Valerie Marsh, Jean Biggs, John Gallagher, Stella 

Stocker and Stephanie Cruickshank, Karen Nash (Practice Manager), Deborah Roberts (Business 

Manager)  

1. Apologies for Absence  

Jeff Cunliffe, Diane Koupepides, Jeannine Newham, Anne Tholen and Dr Assad Pasha  

 

2.    Approval of the Minutes of the Last Meeting 

The minutes of the last meeting were approved and confirmed. In the absence of a current 

Secretary, a volunteer was requested to take the minutes. Valerie objected to a member of the 

practice taking the minutes but was assured that the minutes would be approved by Tony prior 

to publication. It was agreed that a member of the PPG needs to take the minutes at the next 

meeting.  

 

3.    Matters Arising from the Minutes 

 If a clinician is running late, can a notice be displayed on the check-in screen (as used to 

happen prior to the new system being installed). The practice is currently awaiting an 

upgrade to the check-in system which should enable messages to be displayed. 

 The PPG would like GP specialisms/interests posted on the website. This has been done 

for the majority of GPs, but there are 3 outstanding that Deborah will chase again. 

 Information about DNAs was posted on the website following the last minutes. Rates for 

November/December were at 4.3%. Again, this is predominantly appointments with 

nurses/HCAs. Deborah to post another update on the website advising all patients of 

DNA rates and how they can cancel appointments. 

 Signposting document was circulated by Karen to the PPG who provided feedback. 

Karen to update, following comments, and a revised leaflet to be made available for 

patients. 

 

4.    Practice Update 

Staffing: Our new paramedic, Kerry, is settling in. She is looking after housebound patients as 

well as care homes and people with learning disabilities. The practice still has a vacancy for an 

Advanced Nurse Practitioner, but we do have a long-term ANP locum (Mohammad). 

Appointment System: this is going to be reviewed imminently and involvement/feedback will be 

requested from the PPG. 

Online consultations: some members of the PPG were unaware that the practice offers online 

consultations. This was a service that was launched around September 2022, but it has not been 

publicised much to date as the practice wanted to monitor issues raised and set up systems in 

order to deal with the new workflow. The service will be publicised more widely soon. 

GP referrals to Pharmacists: Currently the practice can refer patients to a pharmacy for a 

consultation (if the referral is inappropriate, the pharmacist can refer the patient directly back 

with information of urgency of appointment needed). The PPG would like this to be a bi-

directional process (i.e. the pharmacist should be able to refer direct into the GP system). The 

practice explained that this was not currently possible and outside of the practice’s power to 

implement, but will feed this back to the ICB for potential future development. 

GP Hub Appointments: these are being filled, predominantly by Woodcote Medical patients 

currently. However, there is a high number of DNAs on Saturdays. 



Improvement Grant: the practice has been granted funding and work will be starting on 

Saturday 14th January at Purley. Details for work are: 

 Purley Reception Area - work commencing Saturday 14th January and estimated 
completion date 10th February (3-4 weeks).  Current reception area is being ripped 
out. One of the hatches will be boarded up and the other will be converted into a 
pocket door leading out to a new "welcome" desk area in the waiting room which 
will be equality act compliant. Current reception area will be converted into a 
telephony room and will provide greater privacy for patients as it will not be possible 
to overhear telephone calls. 

 Minor Surgery Room - work estimated to start 11th February and completed 
19th February (1 week). Current sinks are going to be removed and replaced with 
new infection control compliant IPS units.  

 Coulsdon Reception Area - work estimated to start 20th February and completed 
19th March (4 weeks). Complete redesign of current layout: notes will be taken off 
site from all areas, central island and kitchen will be ripped out.  New equality act 
compliant desk will be installed with space for three receptionists. Area by front bay 
window will be made into an office to be used by the prescription clerk/further 
receptionist as required. 

 Coulsdon Prescription Room - work estimated to start 20th March and completed 
31st March (2 weeks). Kitchen to be installed. 

Coulsdon Health Centre: this is on hold currently as the developer has pulled out due to the 

current financial climate. 

 

5.  Any Other Business 

Stephanie queried why some of the downstairs windows at Purley are boarded up as this, as well 

as the overgrown trees, makes the building look scruffy. Karen/Deborah unsure as to why the 

windows were boarded and agreed that the outside of the building and grounds both need some 

work. Stephanie also suggested that lighting on the Woodcote Medical sign would help people 

to see/find the surgery better. Agreed – the practice will look into this as well as chopping back 

foliage etc. 

Jean advised the practice that the GP Patient Survey is currently being sent out. Karen explained 

that this goes to a random selection of patients every year. The practice has recently received 

the outcomes from last year’s survey, which were generally favourable. 

John queried whether the practice receives reports on A&E attendances and whether the 

practice was able to do anything to encourage patients to not attend A&E. Karen explained that 

GPs only refer patients to A&E when it is necessary. The practice does receive information about 

A&E attendances and if it is seen that a patient is attending A&E unnecessarily, that a 

signposting document would be sent to the patient to help educate them on alternative 

services. 

The PPG commented that over the last 6 months that the telephone system and access to 

appointments has improved considerably at Woodcote. 

 

Tony thanked everyone for coming and confirmed that the next would be the AGM on 21st 

March. A meeting with Karen/Deborah is planned for mid February, but we will look at bringing 

this forward so that topics for a talk on the 21stMarch/speakers can be arranged. 


